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Summary 

As the entertainment industry continues to grow and fictional characters holding enormous 

value, this paper seeks to explain how the characters can be protected within the EU through 

copyright or the use of trade marks, and what the limitations to such protection might be. The 

paper is using a legal analytical method and looks at both the legislation and the case-law within 

the union, but also at doctrine and other jurisdictions to aid the interpretation where case-law is 

absent. 

 

The paper finds that characters may be protected by both copyright and as trade marks, albeit 

with some limitations for both protections. The primary limitation for copyright is parodic use 

which allows unauthorised use of the characters if the new work shows noticeable differences 

from the original work and constitute an expression of humour or mockery. The trade mark 

protection is similarly limited as it may only hinder trade mark use. As characters are considered 

to be of a descriptive nature when used in relation to works, the trade mark protection is unable 

to prevent or prohibit such use as the character has not been used as a trade mark. 

 

The situation is made more convoluted by problems that arise with overlapping intellectual 

property rights as the courts do not always apply the same rules in determining which 

framework to use. There is therefore a risk of disturbing the balance of the copyright bargain as 

the purpose of the protection is to enrich the public domain while also allowing authors a fair 

compensation.  

 

For the sake of legal certainty and to remove the friction that could otherwise arise as more 

characters enter the public domain, the area needs further harmonisation to guarantee the proper 

functioning of the internal market and rights of the public. 
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Preface 

Tack mamma, för allt ditt stöd både under min tid här nere i Skåne men även genom livet i 

allmänhet. Du har lärt mig så otroligt mycket och jag vet att jag aldrig kommer att kunna 

återgälda det. 

 

Tack pappa, för allt kul vi alltid haft tillsammans och för de stunder vi haft och kommer ha i 

fortsättningen. Jag vill även att du ska veta att jag uppskattar allt du gjort för mig genom 

livets resa, jag vet inte hur det hade gått utan dig. 

 

Tack Masha, för allt. Tack för att du förgyller min vardag varje dag, och tack för alla de 
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behövde tänka högt eller prata av mig. Jag trodde aldrig att mitt liv skulle förändras så 

drastiskt antingen när jag valde att söka mig till Lund eller när jag valde att följa med till 

Söderåsen den dagen. Du är bäst. 
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Abbreviations 
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copyright and related rights in the information society [2001] OJ 
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Upphovrsrättslagen Lag (SFS 1960:729) om upphovsrätt till litterära och konstnärliga 

verk 

US  United States of America 

WIPO  World Intellectual Property Organization 
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Background 

Fictional characters and the works that they appear in can hold a tremendous value for their 

rightsholders. The ten highest-grossing media franchises have awarded their rightsholders an 

estimated $621 billion in revenue since they were created.1 As a rightsholder, it can therefore 

be of importance to ensure that every step is taken in securing their intellectual property as this 

helps them to not only reap any rewards for their work themselves, but the protection can also 

aid them in the further development of their works by allowing the rightsholder to control the 

narrative of the works.2 

 

This paper will look at the various ways a rightsholder may be awarded protection for the 

fictional characters that they create or govern the rights of. This paper will focus on two of these 

rights in particular, namely that of copyright and trade marks. In doing this, this paper will first 

be looking at the protection and whether all unauthorised use constitutes an infringement under 

the respective systems. The paper will furthermore be looking at what happens after the 

copyright protection has expired and whether or not it remains possible for the rightsholder to 

prohibit future unauthorised use through the trade mark system. 

 

The copyright framework regulates the ownership of and the exercise of rights relating to 

literary and artistic works.3 The protection is automatically granted upon the creation of a work 

and grants the rightsholder exclusive rights during the duration of the copyright term.4 As 

copyright protection is granted automatically upon the creation of works, it would be the first 

type of protection to be applied to fictional characters and the works that they appear in. 

 

 
1 Wikipedia, List of highest-grossing media franchises, available at 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_highest-grossing_media_franchises [Accessed 2020-12-03]. 
2 Arts. 2, 4 Directive 2001/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 May 2001 on the 

harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society [2001] OJ L167/10 

(InfoSoc); Art. 9 Regulation (EU) 2017/1001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 June 2017 on 

the European Union trade mark [2017] OJ L154/1 (EUTMR). 
3 Jane C Ginsburg, 'Copyright' in Rochelle C Dreyfus & Justine Pila (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Intellectual 

Property Law (ch 18, OUP 2018) 487. 
4 Graham Dutfield & Uma Suthersanen, Global Intellectual Property Law (Edward Elgar 2008) 77-78. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_highest-grossing_media_franchises
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While copyright has the purpose of protecting the creative works of authors, trade marks have 

a different purpose altogether. Trade marks can be traced back to at least as early as the ancient 

Egypt where creators of pottery would mark their products with their name or mark to show 

who had created the goods.5 As long as there has been a genuine use of trade marks, there has 

always been dishonest actors who have been trying to take advantage of this by using the 

original traders’ marks to deceive customers into purchasing their items instead. This has 

created the need for protective measures and legislation to govern the use of trade marks which 

over time has evolved into what we see today.6 

 

The rights granted the proprietor of a trade mark are, as for copyrights, exclusive rights to use 

the trade mark within its framework. However, unlike the copyright protection which has a term 

limit running from creation until 70 years after the death of the author,7 the trade mark 

protection does not have a fixed term of protection but is primarily based on registration which 

can be indefinitely renewed provided proper procedure is complied with.8 

 

Due to the nature and limitations of the protection granted from these systems, it can be very 

lucrative for the rightsholder to acquire protection under both of these systems. Of particular 

interest for the rightsholder is the indefinite exclusivity that may be granted them through the 

use of the trade mark protection as the copyright term will eventually expire, causing the work 

to fall into the public domain.  

 

With more works entering the public domain every year, it is therefore important to know what 

is to happen with these works. Both from the perspective of the public and other actors who 

may wish to consume or use the works and characters, but also from the perspective of 

rightsholders who may wish to continue using the works or prohibit others from using their 

intellectual property. 

 
5 George Pickering, Trade marks in Theory and Practice (Hart Publishing 1998) 36. 
6 David T Keeling, Intellectual Property Rights in EU Law Volume I: Free Movement and Competition Law, vol 

1 (OUP 2003) 147. 
7 Art. 1 Directive 2006/116/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 December 2006 on the term 

of protection of copyright and certain related rights [2006] OJ L372/12 (Term directive). 
8 Arts. 52-53 EUTMR (n 2). 
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1.2 Purpose and research questions 

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the copyright and trade mark protection of fictional 

and literary characters within the EU. As more works near the end of their copyright terms, it 

is of interest to see if rightsholders can extend their protection beyond this point through the 

use of trade marks and what such protection might look like, or if the character would fully 

return to the public domain after this point. 

 

The research questions can thus be phrased as the following: 

1. Can a fictional character be protected by copyright or as a trade mark?  

2. What is the content and scope of the protection?  

3. Is unauthorized use of a copyright or trade mark protected fictional character always 

infringement? 

4. What happens to the character after the copyright term has expired? 

1.3 Methodology  

This paper could, similar to numerous other papers, claim to be using the legal dogmatic 

method.9 It will be using the same traditional aspects as the legal dogmatic method. This means 

that the method is used to identify the current legal status through the use of legal doctrine.10 

The main instrument used in accomplishing this will be the use of the legislation in the area. To 

accurately interpret the legislation, the paper will also be looking at relevant case-law. Lastly, 

to help analyse and further elaborate on the legal status of the fictional characters, the paper 

will also be looking at and expand the work of previous scholars and professionals who have 

researched the relevant areas.11  

 

It has been argued that the legal dogmatic does not live up to its name as the method, among 

other things, allows a free line of argumentation rather than strictly dogma. The method is 

further open to elements outside of the jurisprudence to allow for a more functional approach 

rather than being contained within as locked of a framework. 12  

 

 
9 Claes Sandgren, Är rättsdogmatiken dogmatisk? (2005) vol 118, no 4–5 TfR 648, 648. 
10 ibid 649. 
11 Christian Dahlman, Rätt och rättfärdigande: En tematisk introduktion i allmän rättslära (2nd edn, 

Studentlitteratur 2010) 21-24. 
12 Sandgren 2005 (n 9) 655. 
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By diverging from the definition of the more traditional legal dogmatic method, this paper 

cannot only define the current legal status but it can also analyse it and utilise more resources.13 

This paper will therefore also examine doctrine and cases from other jurisdictions to better 

analyse the protection of the characters. It will in particular look at the US and individual 

member states of the EU. The reason for choosing these countries is that these legislations are 

comparable, and guidance can in these areas be taken from looking at how situations have been 

handled in these jurisdictions.14 It is however important to note that this is not a comparative 

study.  

 

The author of this paper will therefore be joining Sandgren in calling the method used a legal 

analytical method rather than the more conventional legal dogmatic method.15 

 

The author of this paper will also use the European legal method when analysing the legal 

situation within the EU. This method differs from that of the traditional legal method Swedish 

lawyers use when interpreting and analysing the Swedish legislation. 16 Unlike the Swedish 

legal system, the EU legislation must not be interpreted in isolation from its context. It must 

rather be interpreted in light of the context and purpose.17 This teleological interpretation is 

used since the legislation within the EU is often vague and imprecise. This has resulted in the 

ECJ looking primarily at the aim of the legislation rather than its wording to achieve uniformity 

and create a clear picture of the legal situation within the union.18 The ECJ has further placed a 

great level of emphasis on general legal principles to help fill in remaining incomplete sections 

of the EU legislation.19 

1.4 Delimitations 

Due to the scope of this paper, there are a few things that will be left out. While there are more 

intellectual property rights that can apply to different subjects than simply that of trade marks 

and copyright, the complexity that can come with a potential overlapping of these rights is much 

 
13 Claes Sandgren, Rättsvetenskap för uppsatsförfattare: Ämne, material, metod och argumentation (4th edn, 

Nordstedts Juridik 2018) 50. 
14 Estelle Derclaye, 'Overlapping Rights' in Rochelle C Dreyfus & Justine Pila (eds), The Oxford Handbook of 

Intellectual Property Law (ch 22, OUP 2018) 625. 
15 Sandgren 2005 (n 9) 656. 
16 Jörgen Hettne & Ida Otken Eriksson (red), EU-rättslig metod: Teori och genomslag i svensk rättstillämpning 

(2nd edn, Nordsteds Juridik 2011) 36. 
17 ibid 36. 
18 ibid 168. 
19 ibid 163. 
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greater than explained in this paper. For the purposes of this paper, it will thus only look at the 

parts that are relevant to the questions at hand.  

 

This paper will also not consider the issues with globalisation outside of the EU. While it is of 

course of interest for the creators of works to be able to spread and market their creations 

worldwide, it is of no to little relevance when it comes to the European legislation and shall 

therefore not be looked at.  

 

This paper will also not look directly at the case of merchandising or the many other aspects 

that can revolve around the use of characters in today’s society. 

 

This paper will also not look at the international trade mark that can be granted under the WIPO 

or national trade marks as these are different systems from that of the EUTM. 

1.5 Outline 

To help answer the questions posed in this paper, the paper has been broken down in five 

chapters. In this first introductory chapter, the paper has firstly introduced the problem that it 

seeks to answer. 

 

The second chapter intends to introduce the copyright framework and give the reader an 

understanding of the system. It will talk about which types of work can be protected and what 

such protection means for the rightsholder of the work. It will talk about not only what rights 

are awarded the rightsholder, but also the limitations of such protection. 

 

The third chapter will introduce the reader to the trade mark system in a similar manner. It will 

present the functions that the trade mark system intends to serve and what is required of a trade 

mark. After this, it will present the protection granted and the limitations to such protection. 

 

In the fourth chapter, the paper will be looking at the potential over- and interlaps of these rights 

and what can happen when these two systems collide. 

 

Finally, in the fifth chapter, the author intends to provide the reader with a conclusion of what 

has been put forth in the previous chapters and what to take away from this paper. 
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2 Copyright  

2.1 Character protection through copyright 

A core principle of the copyright protection is that it grants authors and creators exclusive rights 

to their works, but not to ideas, procedures, methods of operation, or mathematical concepts.20 

The legislation does however not expressly reference what constitutes a ‘work’ in light of the 

legislation and protectability.21 According to the ECJ, to constitute a work, the work must be 

the expressions of the author’s own intellectual creation and it must be expressed in a manner 

which enables the work to be identifiable with sufficient precision and objectivity.22  

 

To qualify for copyright protection, a work must also meet a certain level of creativity and 

originality. The ECJ has held that the creativity requirement can be considered met when the 

author has expressed their creative ability in an original manner by making free and creative 

choices that leaves to the work his or her personal touch.23 Similarly, to fulfil the criteria of 

originality, the work must be original in the sense that it is the author’s own intellectual 

creation.24 Provided these requirements are met, the copyright protection is automatically 

granted the author as the work is created and there is no need to do anything to use the protection 

granted under the copyright framework.25  

 

This protection is similarly extended to individual parts of the work as they share the originality 

of the whole work.26 For this protection of parts to apply, the various parts of the work must 

however contain elements which can be seen to be the expression of the intellectual creation of 

the author and thus need to meet the same threshold.27 While there is no set threshold for how 

small such part can be, the court has held that an extract consisting of as little as 11 consecutive 

words can be granted copyright protection.28 

 
20 Case C-406/10 SAS Institute ECLI:EU:C:2012:259, para 33; Art. 2 WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) (adopted 

in Geneva on December 20, 1996) (WCT); Art. 9(2) Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual 

Property Rights (1994) (TRIPS). 
21 Case C-310/17 Levola Hengelo ECLI:EU:C:2018:899, para 33. 
22 ibid paras 37, 40. 
23 Case C-604/10 Football Dataco Ltd v Yahoo UK Ltd ECLI:EU:C:2012:115, para 38. 
24 Case C-5/08 Infopaq International AS v Danske Dagblades Forening [2009] ECR I-6569, para 37. 
25 Copyright, available at https://europa.eu/youreurope/business/running-business/intellectual-

property/copyright/index_en.htm (Accessed 2020-12-03). 
26 C-5/08 Infopaq (n 24) para 38. 
27 ibid para 39. 
28 ibid para 48. 

https://europa.eu/youreurope/business/running-business/intellectual-property/copyright/index_en.htm
https://europa.eu/youreurope/business/running-business/intellectual-property/copyright/index_en.htm
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That the initial work a character first appears in, whether through a film, comic book, or regular 

book can be granted copyright protection is evident simply from looking at the legislation.29 

However, even the characters within these works can be extended protection through the 

copyright frameworks.30 Although whether or not this protection should be extended to the 

individual characters of the works has previously been up for debate.31 Historically, it used to 

be only the exact copying of works that was protected or prohibited under copyright law. It is 

only in recent times that the protection has been expanded to protect not only the exact copying 

but also the borrowing of elements from works such as the unique personalities expressed in 

well-established characters.32  

 

It has been argued that a protection for characters separate from the main work is necessary for 

the protection to be effective as the characters themselves can be seen as original works of 

authorship. Had the protection of characters separated from the works of their original 

appearance not been possible, the author would not be granted the exclusive right of making 

derivative works further expanding the character.33 

 

Even though the following cases come from the US legal system, the legislation at hand is 

similar to that of the European making them usable as interpretive aids to help distinguish the 

situation within the EU. The US legislation stated at the time that the protection was to protect 

component parts of copyright works, provided such components could be protected by 

copyright whereas the European legislation covers the reproduction of works through any 

means or in any form, in whole or in part.34 Through the ruling of the ECJ in Infopaq, the 

European legislation is in line with the American legislation for the interpretation and guidance 

of how an individual character may be protected. 

 

In Detective Comics v Bruns Publications, the 2nd Cir. Ct. held that while an author is “not 

entitled to a monopoly of the mere character of a ’Superman’ who is a blessing to mankind”, 

 
29 Art. 2 InfoSoc (n 2). 
30 Franklin Waldheim, 'Mickey Mouse - Trademark or Copyright' (1964) 54 Trademark Rep 865, 866. 
31 Paul E Adams, 'Superman, Mickey Mouse and Gerontology' (1974) 64 Trademark Rep 183, 184. 
32 Rebecca Tushnet, 'Legal Fictions: Copyright, Fan Fiction, and a New Common Law' (1997) 17 Loy LA Ent 

LJ 651, 658-659. 
33 Kathryn M Foley, 'Protecting Fictional Characters: Defining the Elusive Trademark-Copyright Divide' (2009) 

41 Conn L Rev 921, 925-926. 
34 Section 3 US Copyright Act of 1909 (Pub L 60-349); Art. 2 InfoSoc (n 2). 
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the character of Superman embodied an arrangement of incidents and literary expressions that 

were original to the author and that the character could be granted copyright protection on this 

basis.35 This is since the copyright protection may only protect the expressions of an author 

rather than the underlying ideas that help build the characters or works.36 The less developed a 

character is, the lower level of protection they therefore stand to receive.37 Another US court 

later held that when determining whether or not a character can receive protection in accordance 

to copyright law, there were three things that needed to be looked at: whether the plot of the 

story centred around the character, whether the appeal of the story lies in the character used, 

and whether or not the character had established their own recognition and identification outside 

of the plot.38  

 

The US courts have further held that when characters are taken out of context, they can be 

distinctly viable works with a separate economic value and have copyright lives of their own. 

In Walt Disney Co. v Powell, the court argued that Mickey Mouse will always be Mickey 

regardless of whether he is smiling or frowning, running or walking, or waving his left or right 

hand.39  

 

The threshold for character protection was given more certainty through Judge Posner’s 

statement in Gaiman v McFarlane, where he stated that no more is required for a character to 

be granted protection under the copyright framework than that the character has been given a 

specific name and a specific appearance.40 For visual characters, this means that they can per 

se be entitled to copyright protection as such a character provides the court with a concrete 

representation of the character.41  

 

While a character does need to have certain character traits and attributes to receive protection, 

the character is not precluded from changing its physical appearance. Provided that the 

character has distinctive enough qualities apart from that of visual appearance, these can 

diminish or even eliminate the need for a consistent appearance.42 Despite the many actors 

 
35 Detective Comics Inc v Bruns Publications Inc 111 F 2d 432 (2nd Cir 1940). 
36 Richard H Jones, ‘The Myth of the Idea/Expression Dichotomy in Copyright Law’ (1990) 10 Pace L Rev 551, 

551. 
37 Thomson Burtis v Universal Pictures Company Inc 40 Cal 2d 823 (Cal 1953). 
38 Adams (n 31) 186. 
39 Walt Disney Co v Powell 897 F 2d 565 (DC Circ 1990). 
40 Gaiman v McFarlane 360 F 3d 644 (7th Cir 2004). 
41 Foley (n 33) 932. 
42 Warner Bros Entm’t Inc v X One X Prods 644 F 3d 584 (8th Cir 2011). 
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portraying the character of James Bond, these changes do not detach the character of traits 

specific to him: “i.e. his cold-bloodedness; his overt sexuality; his love of martinis ‘shaken, not 

stirred’; his marksmanship; his ‘license to kill’ and his use of guns; his physical strength; or 

his sophistication.”43 The district court concludes with saying that audiences do not watch films 

such as Tarzan, Superman, Sherlock Holmes, or James Bond for the story but rather that these 

films are watched to see their heroes at work, and that a Bond film without the title character 

would no longer be a Bond film.44 

 

The general consensus these days amongst authorities is that characters that appear in original 

works can be protected under copyright law.45 There is however no strict answer as to whether 

or not any one character would be protected under copyright law due to different natures of the 

different characters. This has led the courts to look at potential infringements in stages, where 

they first investigate whether the character can be considered subject to copyright before 

moving on to that of a potential infringement.46 The EUIPO has further stated that using the 

likeness of a character within the EU could constitute infringement unless consent has been 

given from the rightsholder.47 

 

It is further important here to note that it is the particular characters themselves that are 

protected rather than the general idea of them. This means that using the image or likeness of 

Mickey Mouse would infringe the copyright of Disney whereas the idea of a moving and talking 

cartoon mouse itself would not. 

 

2.2 Protection and scope of protection 

2.2.1 Economic rights 

Authors have through the InfoSoc-Directive the exclusive right to authorise or prohibit any and 

all reproductions, whether temporary or permanently in any shape or form48; to authorise or 

 
43 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer v American Honda 900 F Supp 1287 (CD Cal 1995); It is also important to mention 

here that the character of James Bond was a literary character before he was introduced into films. The case at 

hand however only referred to the film version of the character. 
44 ibid 
45 Tushnet (n 32) 659. 
46 Foley (n 33) 926-927. 
47 Faqs on copyright, Sweden, available at https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/web/observatory/faqs-on-

copyright-sv (Accessed 2020-12-03) Question 14. 
48 Art. 2 InfoSoc (n 2). 

https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/web/observatory/faqs-on-copyright-sv
https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/web/observatory/faqs-on-copyright-sv
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prohibit their works from being made available to the public in such a way that the public can 

gain access to the works at a place and time individually chosen by them49; and to authorise any 

form of distribution to the public, whether the work is an original or a copy.50 

 

The reproduction right is considered the core of copyright protection as it allows the 

rightsholder to control any further exploitation of their works.51 In order to ensure legal 

certainty within the EU, the reproduction right has been given a broad interpretation.52 Though 

the directive does not define the concepts of reproduction, the interpretation and application of 

the reproduction right need to be done with regard to the objectives of the directive as well as 

in accordance with international law.53  

 

The reproduction right is however quite basic. It prevents the reproduction or copying of a 

protected work in any medium, even if such reproduction is only in the temporary memory of 

a computer or through paraphrasing.54 As the area of copyright is not fully harmonised, there 

are however some slight variances between the member states as some states require the 

reproduction to include a substantial part of the work.55 For infringement to occur, the copy or 

reproduction would then need to consist of a substantial part of the original work although such 

part can be small if it is qualitatively important.56 One may however argue that such legislation 

is contrary to settled EU law through the ruling in Infopaq. 

 

The right of communication awards the rightsholder the exclusive right to make available the 

work to the public, whether through broadcasting the work or by enabling the public to access 

the work themselves.57 It is however not enough to make the work available to the public, but 

it must be to a new public that the copyright holder had not taken into account when they 

authorised the initial communication.58 The ECJ has held that when determining whether or not 

the work has been made available to the “public”, the work must have been made available to 

 
49 Art. 3 InfoSoc (n 2). 
50 Art. 4 InfoSoc (n 2). 
51 Commission, ‘Green Paper: Copyright and Related Rights in the Information Society’ (Communication) 

COM (95) 382 final, 49. 
52 Recital 21 Infosoc (n 2). 
53 C-5/08 Infopaq (n 24) paras 31-32. 
54 Ginsburg (n 3) 501. 
55 Faqs on copyright, Malta, available at https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/sv/web/observatory/faqs-on-

copyright-mt (Accessed 2020-12-03) Questions 1, 5.  
56 Ginsburg (n 3) 501. 
57 ibid 504. 
58 Case C-466/12 Svensson v Retriever Sverige AB ECLI:EU:C:2014:76, para 24. 

https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/sv/web/observatory/faqs-on-copyright-mt
https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/sv/web/observatory/faqs-on-copyright-mt
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a fairly large number of persons.59 When determining the number of people who have been 

given access to the work, one must also consider whether people can consecutively view or 

access the work rather than the number given access to the work at any one time.60 

 

The distribution right ensures that only the rightsholder can authorise any sales of the work 

within a territory.61 It also allows the rightsholder to prohibit any unauthorised imports into a 

new territory. Once an initial authorised or lawful sale has taken place in a market, the 

rightsholder has however lost any right to control this particular copy within the territory as the 

right has been exhausted.62 Due to the internal market, this means that any works legally sold 

in one member state exhausts the rightsholder’s distribution right within the entirety of the EU 

and may after this be freely sold in any member state.63 

2.2.2 Moral rights 

Apart from the economic rights to works, the author of works also have moral rights. The ECJ 

has recognised that the essential function of the copyright protection is to protect the moral 

rights in the works and to ensure the author a reward for their creative works.64 Despite this, the 

EU has chosen not to harmonise the moral rights of authors and instead chosen to let the member 

states legislate the area in accordance with international obligations.65 The main instrument 

regulating the moral rights within the EU is therefore the Berne Convention.66 

 

The moral rights are independent of the economic rights and are in most jurisdictions 

inalienable and may not be transferred or sold.67 They give the author a right of attribution 

which means that the author has a right to be recognised in conjunction with their work. This 

allows the author to not only claim ownership of works by affixing their name to the work but 

also to prevent any misattributions and misleading or false attributions such as when the 

author’s name is attached to a work they did not create or consent to being attached to.68 The 

 
59 Case C-306/05 SGAE [2006] ECR I-11519, paras 37-38. 
60 ibid para 38. 
61 Ginsburg (n 3) 507. 
62 ibid. 
63 Art. 4(2) InfoSoc (n 2). 
64 Joined Cases C-241/91 P and C-242/91 P RTE and ITP v Commission of the European Communities [1995] 

ECR I-743, para 28. 
65 Recital 19 InfoSoc (n 2). 
66 Recital 19 InfoSoc (n 2); Art. 6bis Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (Paris 

Act of July 24, 1971, as amended on September 28, 1979). 
67 Dutfield (n 4) 89. 
68 ibid 90. 
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moral rights also allow the author to object to any distortions, mutilations, or modifications of 

their works that may harm the author’s honour or reputation, or that may ruin the integrity of 

the work.69 

 

Though the area of moral rights is not officially harmonised within the EU and fall outside the 

scope of the InfoSoc-Directive, the ECJ has held that a rightsholder principally has a legitimate 

interest in ensuring that their work is not associated with discriminatory messages.70 Some 

scholars view this decision as the ECJ having done a partial harmonisation regarding the scope 

of the moral rights within the EU.71 

2.2.3 Unauthorized use  

2.2.3.1 Infringement 

Rightsholders are within the EU awarded a very high level of protection through harmonising 

measures.72 When it comes to determining the scope of the economical rights, these must be 

given a broad definition to ensure legal certainty on the internal market and a strict protection 

is to be prioritised over the dissemination of culture.73 This is since the EU considers a rigorous 

and effective system for the enforcing of copyright to be one of the most effective ways of 

protecting the European creative industry and its authors.74  

 

Member states must ensure that the rightsholder has access to effective, appropriate, and 

dissuasive sanctions and remedies to affirm their rights in the case that their economic rights 

are violated.75 The rightsholder also has a right to receive damages caused by any possible 

infringement as well as to seize any infringing works on the market.76  

 

One example of how far the reproduction and distribution rights can reach within the EU is seen 

in a judgment from the ECJ in which they held that a so-called canvas transfer, a process in 

which an image is chemically transferred from a poster onto a canvas, destroying the poster in 

 
69 Ginsburg (n 3) 500; Dutfield (n 4) 90. 
70 Recital 19 InfoSoc (n 2); Case C-201/13 Deckmyn v Vandersteen ECLI:EU:C:2014:2132, paras 29, 31. 
71 Eleonora Rosati, Just a Matter of Laugh? Why the CJEU Decision in Deckmyn is Broader than 

Parody (November 18, 2014) Common Market Law Review, 2015, Forthcoming, Available at 

SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2526835 13. 
72 Recital 9 InfoSoc (n 2). 
73 Recitals 21-23 InfoSoc (n 2). 
74 Recital 11 InfoSoc (n 2). 
75 Art. 8(1) InfoSoc (n 2). 
76 Art. 8(2) InfoSoc (n 2). 

https://ssrn.com/abstract=2526835
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the process, can constitute copyright infringement.77 The court held that the work on a canvas 

was to be considered a reproduction of the work even though the ink itself from the original 

picture was merely moved onto the canvas, as the altered object taken as a whole was no longer 

physically the same object put on the market by the rightsholder.78 As the canvas was 

considered a new reproduction, the right to this copy could furthermore not be considered 

exhausted as the rightsholder had not consented to the sale of the canvas.79  

 

Prior to this ruling, the House of Lords in the UK held that the copyright in a two-dimensional 

subject can be infringed even if a subject has been indirectly turned into a three-dimensional 

object. In this instance, the imagery of the character Popeye had been turned into a three-

dimensional figure by the infringing party when they had created an unlicensed brooch without 

the consent of the rightsholder.80 Though the brooch was based indirectly on several drawings 

rather than any one drawing, the court held that the artistic copyright of the character had been 

violated.81 

2.2.3.2 Derivative works and parodies 

Derivative works are new works that are based on the existing works created either by the same 

author or a new author altogether. Examples of derivative works are movie adaptations of books 

or translations of existing works. The right to create derivative works is part of the reproduction 

right as derivative works must by default incorporate the original work either in part or in full 

when such an adaptation occurs.82 To create a derivative work, an author must therefore have 

the consent of the original rightsholder. Similar to new and original works, derivative works 

can be protected by the copyright framework due to the originality criteria having a fairly low 

threshold. The creator of a derivative work will however only have the rights to any new 

material and the original work will remain unaffected.83 Similarly, the original rightsholder will 

only have the rights to their work, although they may assert these rights to prevent the derivative 

work from being used or modified.84  

 

 
77 Case C-419/13 Art & Allposters International v Stichting Pictoright ECLI:EU:C:2015:27, paras 15, 43. 
78 ibid paras 42-45. 
79 ibid para 46. 
80 Hugh Laddie, Copyright: over-strength, over-regulated, over-rated? (1996) 18(5) EIPR 253, 254. 
81 Kris Erickson and others, Copyright and the Value of the Public Domain: An Empirical Assessment (The 

Intellectual Property Office 2015) 17. 
82 Ginsburg (n 3) 503. 
83 ibid 492. 
84 Case T-19/07 Systran v Commission [2010] ECR II-6083, paras 68-70. 
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It is however not enough to simply be inspired by a previous work for the new work to be 

considered derivative or infringing, even though such a work may capitalize on the economic 

value of the underlying work. By only adapting the idea or concept of an existing work rather 

than the author’s expression of this idea, there cannot be an infringement under copyright law.85 

 

There are however some exceptions that may be applicable for the exclusive rights of some 

derivative works. Member states may through the InfoSoc-Directive choose to implement 

exceptions and limitations to the copyright protection.86 The list of exceptions and limitations 

to the protection that member states may implement is in the directive exhaustive.87 While the 

implementation of these exceptions and limitations are optional, a member state that has 

implemented these is obligated to do so harmoniously in accordance with settled EU law.88 One 

limitation to the exclusive rights available for the member states is to grant authors the ability 

to use a protected work for the creation of caricature, parody, or pastiche.89  

 

The ECJ has held that the essential characteristics of a parody when applying the legislation are 

that they must evoke the original work while portraying noticeable differences and that the 

parody constitutes an expression of humour or mockery. While the parody must display 

noticeable differences from the original work, there is however no other originality criteria for 

the parody.90 Provided these two criteria are met, the parody does not infringe the copyright of 

the original work.  

 

In the novel The Wind Done Gone, Alice Randall retold the famous story of Margaret Mitchell’s 

Gone With The Wind from the perspective of a new character, using many of the same 

characters, settings, and the plot from the original work. 91 Through her version, Randall was 

attempting to tear down the romantic and idealized portrait of the South during and after the 

Civil War that can be found in the original work.92 She was doing this by having the institutions 

and values that were romanticized in the original version instead be shown as corrupt through 

 
85 Ginsburg (n 3) 503. 
86 Art. 5 InfoSoc (n 2). 
87 Recital 32 InfoSoc (n 2). 
88 C-201/13 Deckmyn (n 70) paras 15-16. 
89 Art. 5(3)(k) InfoSoc (n 2). 
90 C-201/13 Deckmyn (n 70) para 33. 
91 Suntrust Bank v Houghton Mifflin Co 268 F 3d 1257 (11th Cir 2001) 1267. 
92 ibid 1269. 
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this new perspective.93 She further repurposed some of Mitchell’s characters and gave them 

new traits to better suit the new work.94 

 

The 11th Cir. Ct. stated that it is hard to imagine how an author can parody an existing work 

without depending on copyrighted elements of the original work as parodies seek to criticize or 

comment works by appropriating some of their elements. The court further held that the more 

transformative a work is, the smaller role other factors will have in determining if a parody is 

to be considered fair use.95  

 

While parodies must as a minimum evoke the original work that they seek to parody, there is 

no set limit on how much of the original work can be used or referenced. It is also not 

uncommon that a parody needs to use more than the bare minimum required for the public to 

connect the two works to serve its purpose as a parody. It can therefore be found that no 

infringement takes place even if a parody uses the original work more extensively than what is 

necessary to make such connection. If a parody is extensively referencing the original work, 

one must then look at how the work is being used and for what purpose as well as the likelihood 

of the parody being able to serve as a market substitute for the original work.96 

 

Since the member states may choose whether to implement the exceptions and limitations for 

the copyright protection, the area is somewhat inconsistent throughout the EU. The Nordic 

member states have for example not implemented a direct parody exception in their legislations. 

In Denmark, caricatures have often been considered new and independent works, causing them 

to fall outside the scope of the original work’s scope of protection. Whether or not this complies 

with an autonomous adaptation right in accordance with the Berne Convention and EU law is 

however not clear.97 Sweden used to have a similar approach as Denmark and considered 

parodies new and independent works.98 In a recent ruling affirmed by the Swedish Supreme 

Court, the Patent and Market Court of Appeal have however held that parodies do constitute a 

parody exception in light of the Infosoc-Directive.99 Similarly, parodies in Finland have not 

 
93 Suntrust Bank v Houghton Mifflin (n 91) 1267. 
94 ibid 1270-1271. 
95 ibid 1271; It is worth noting that the EU does not use the concept of “fair use” like the US, but similar results 

can be found through the use of the exceptions found in legislation and case-law. 
96 ibid 1273-1274. 
97 Jean-Paul Treaille (ed), Study on the Application of Directive 2001/29/EC on Copyright and Related Rights in 

the Information Society - the ”Infosoc Directive” (European Union 2013) 476-477. 
98 ibid 481. 
99 PMT 1473-18 Mobilfilmen [2019] (Swedish Patent and Market Court of Appeal) 23. 
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been implemented through legislation, but are recognized as a general principle of copyright 

law.100 This means that while authors may rely on the exception of parodies to avoid 

infringement, there are still local variances between the member states that must be taken into 

consideration to do so safely. 

 

As parodies are merely exceptions to the copyright protection, each parody must be looked at 

ad-hoc. The fact that one parody has been found to be non-infringing can therefore not 

guarantee that other works referencing the same work cannot be found infringing. The parody 

exception may therefore be used to borrow another author’s character or works, but this does 

not affect the copyright protection of the character or works as a whole.  

2.3 Copyright terms and the public domain 

The length of the copyright term is governed by the country in which the protection is claimed. 

This term may however not exceed the length granted the work in the work’s country of origin 

unless such an exception has been made through legislation in the country where the protection 

is claimed. 101 It is therefore important to investigate the national legislation in terms of potential 

conflicts for both the state in which the conflict arises, but also in the work’s origin state. 

 

Within the EU, the copyright term extends for most works from the moment a work is created 

up until 70 years after the creator’s death, or in the case of multiple authors or a joint project 

until 70 years after the death of the last creator.102 As the copyright term expires, the work 

returns to the public domain making it free for the public to take and use for creating their own 

works without needing permission or a need to pay the rightsholder a license fee to use the 

work.103  

 

In the case works are published in instalments or for derivative works, the copyright term for 

each individual work exist separately and independently of each other.104 For fictional 

characters, this means that while the character itself will eventually fall into the public domain 

as it was initially released, future iterations can remain protected under copyright. The 7th Cir. 

Ct. has held that any material that has fallen into the public domain belongs to the public while 

 
100 Treaille (n 97) 477. 
101 Art. 7(8) Berne Convention (n 66). 
102 Arts. 1-2 Term Directive (n 7). 
103 Erickson (n 81) 5. 
104 Art. 1(5) Term Directive (n 7). 
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any additions to the character published after the initial release were to be seen as derivative 

works, and it would only be these new and additional features that could still be protected under 

copyright law.105 This means that the public is free to use the character in any new work barring 

any character traits that are still under protection from later works.106 The court critically states 

that these alterations cannot extend or revive the copyright terms of the original characters as 

doing so would create the effect of a perpetual or nearly perpetual protection.107  

 

For the principle of legal certainty and the protection of legitimate interests, the EFTA court 

has held that it is important that the exclusive rights are limited in time before the works are 

released to the public. Knowing these term limits in advance not only aids the protection of the 

public’s interests and the freedom of arts but it can also help protect the creative industry from 

the greed of commercial actors.108  

 

The public domain is therefore valuable to both consumers and new producers as consumers 

may freely use the works without fear of violating the work’s copyright whereas new producers 

may use the material without creative or financial restrictions as the original creator or 

rightsholder can no longer refuse adaptations or transformations of their works.109  

 

The public domain must also be seen as the default setting for all works. It is thus the exclusive 

rights that are granted rather than the public domain that must be considered the exception.110 

This view is strengthened by authors needing to meet a certain threshold to attain the protection 

granted through copyright while the public domain encapsulates all works that fall outside of 

this protection, regardless of whether this is due to the expiration of copyright or if the work 

never qualified for protection to begin with.111  

2.4 Protection of literary titles 

As the EU’s harmonisation primarily set minimum standards for the copyright protection, the 

member states are granted the possibility of granting rights and certain obligations past these 

 
105 Klinger v Conan Doyle Estate Ltd 761 F 3d 789 (7th Cir 2014). 
106 Foley (n 33) 935. 
107 Klinger v Conan Doyle Estate (n 105). 
108 Case E-5/16 Vigeland [2017] Report of the EFTA Court 2017 Book 1 52, para 65. 
109 Erickson (n 81) 5. 
110 E-5/16 Vigeland (n 108) para 66. 
111 Merima Brunncevic & Janice Käll, Modern immaterialrätt (Liber 2016) 211. 
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standards. Numerous states, including Sweden112, Austria113, and Italy114 has implemented 

protection that covers not only the works themselves but also the titles of work.  

 

In the case of Sweden, literary or artistic works may not be made available to the public under 

a title, pseudonym, or signature, that could lead to the work or author being easily confused 

with a previously published work or its author.115 The protection granted under this article is 

extended to works that might not reach the originality threshold as set up under the regular 

copyright framework, although it has been argued that too unoriginal of a title cannot in itself 

lead to confusion.116 This protection further applies to all works regardless of which state they 

originate from.117 

 

There are two objectives that the title protection seeks to achieve, with the first being to prevent 

the appropriation of successful titles, pseudonyms, and signatures as they can hold significant 

economic values. The second objective is to protect the public from the deception that may 

occur by being misled into thinking that one work is that of another.118 It is worth noting that 

the original title, pseudonym, or signature does not need to be well-known or even known. It is 

however a condition that the work has been published. 

 

When looking at whether or not the title is infringing that of another work, an overall assessment 

must be performed. The Swedish Supreme Court has found that while there might be a risk of 

confusion of identical titles, such confusion can be negated by other circumstances such as the 

medium of the work or how widespread the works might have been. The court further stated 

that if the infringing part had made public announcements that the works were not connected 

before publication, or had added a disclaimer on the cover of the book, these two actions could 

both have negated the confusion and avoided the infringement.119 For infringement to occur, it 

is enough to show that there is a risk of confusion and no actual confusion between the works 

is necessary.120 

 
112 Ch. 6 Art. 50 Lag (SFS 1960:729) om upphovsrätt till litterära och konstnärliga verk (Upphovsrättslagen). 
113 Art. 80(1) Bundesgesetz über das Urheberrecht an Werken der Literatur und der Kunst und über verwandte 

Schutzrechte (Urheberrechtsgesetz 1936, zuletzt geändert durch das Bundesgesetz BGBI. I Nr. 105/2018). 
114 Ch. VIII Art. 100, Legge 22 aprile 1941, n. 633 sulla protezione del diritto d'autore e di altri diritti connessi al 

suo esercizio (aggiornata con le modifiche introdotte dal decreto-legge 30 aprile 2010, n. 64). 
115 Ch. 6 Art. 50 Upphovsrättslagen (n 112). 
116 Peter Adamsson and others, Lagarna inom immaterialrätten (v 1X Norstedts Juridik in Juno). 
117 Ch. 8 Art. 60 Upphovsrättslagen (n 112). 
118 Henry Olsson & Jan Rosén, Upphovsrättslagstiftningen (v 4A Norsteds Juridik in Juno). 
119 NJA 1974 s 403 Skotten i Dallas [1974] (Swedish Supreme Court). 
120 Upphovsmannarätt till litterära och konstnärliga verk (1956) Statens Offentliga Utredningar 1956:25, 402. 
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The protection granted through the title protection is unlike the regular protection not bound in 

time nor does it depend on the copyright of the original work. It merely considers whether or 

not the work has been published.121 This is since the protection seeks to protect the interests of 

both the public and private.122 The protection is therefore not dependant on the term limits and 

can be invoked even after the original work’s copyright term has expired. 

 

Much like how the more traditional copyright protection includes parts of works, the same is 

true for the title protection. It is not only identical titles that are prohibited, but also titles that 

share the main components or characteristics.123 Due to the inclusion of components and 

characteristics, it is not impossible to imagine that such protection would extend to that of title 

characters. The title protection may therefore prohibit future instalments in series such as 

“Harry Potter and …” long after the protection of the original books and the character itself 

would expire. While the title protection would not bar the public from using the title characters 

or other characters from such works, it could prove to be an obstacle from the characters ever 

becoming fully public. 

2.5 Copyright misuse and the balance of interests 

National approaches to copyright abuse or misuse have not yet been harmonised in the EU, 

resulting in the area blurred and with inconsistent results throughout the member states.124 The 

ECJ has held that while a rightsholder in principle has the exclusive right to reproduce the 

protected work, this is not necessarily without exceptions.125 While the essential function of the 

copyright protection is to protect the moral rights in the work and to ensure a reward for the 

author for their creative work, this function must be balanced against other rights as well.126 

 

Copyright misuse has been limited on numerous occasions within the EU, although this has not 

been done based on the copyright framework itself. It has instead been done based on other 

rights or obligations such as the fundamental freedoms, competition law, or consumer law.127 

 
121 Anders Olin, Lag (1960:729) om upphovsrätt till litterära och konstnärliga verk 50 §, Lexino 2018-12-30. 
122 Olsson (n 118). 
123 SOU 1956:25 (n 120) 402. 
124 Caterina Sganga & Silvia Scalzini, From Abuse of Right to European Copyright Misuse: A New Doctrine for 

EU Copyright Law (2017) 48(4) International Review of Intellectual Property and Competition Law (IIC) 2. 
125 C-241/91 P and C-242/91 P RTE (n 64) para 27. 
126 ibid para 28. 
127 Sganga (n 124) 5. 
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Copyright misuse has most frequently shown up in relation to the abuse of a dominant position 

and the refusal to license works.128 In RTE, the ECJ found that when the applicants had used 

their exclusive rights granted them under the copyright protection to prevent the emergence of 

a new product on the market, this “clearly went beyond what was necessary to fulfil the essential 

function of the copyright as permitted in Community law.”129 The court held that the applicants 

would not be able to use the protection under the copyright legislation as such conduct would 

be incompatible with the objectives of competition law.130 Situations where there is 

involvement of an actor abusing a dominant position must however be analysed carefully to 

avoid systematic fallacies as its exercise of copyright may be different from the dominant 

position an actor may have under competition law.131 The court further held in Football 

Association Premier League that while the principal objective is to ensure a high level of 

protection for the authors of works, allowing them appropriate remuneration for their 

authorship,132 the protection does not extend beyond what is necessary to ensure this.133 The 

court therefore held that a rightsholder cannot be granted protection in a manner that might 

jeopardize the completion of the internal market as the rightsholder attempted to partition the 

market through their copyright holding.134  

 

There are inherent tensions in the copyright protection as the copyright system must 

simultaneously protect the copyrighted material, while also allowing the public to build upon 

it, with Lord Ellenborough comparing too strict of a protection equivalent to putting manacles 

on science.135 The copyright bargain is thus understood in a way that the exclusive rights are 

granted the author with an understanding that such rights will inevitably expire and that the 

work will eventually enrich the public domain.136 Despite one of the objectives of the copyright 

protection being to promote the cultural enrichment of the society and public, there are no 

concrete rights for the public. The right to content is rather shown through the legislation e 

contrario. For the public to gain access to, or be able to use a work, there needs to be an absence 

or lack of protection.137 This problematic aspect for the public is further shown through the 
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growing extension of the copyright term beyond what might be necessary to protect the 

commercial value of works.138  

 

As the evolution of copyright has progressed, it has been argued that the balance of the 

copyright bargain has been disturbed or distorted. Through the growth and expansion of the 

protection, the need for providing suitable tools to prevent copyright misuse has been ignored. 

There have not been any counterbalances to the benefit of the public’s rights and interests while 

the rightsholders’ exclusive rights have been strengthened, despite the obligation to safeguard 

a fair balance.139 While the InfoSoc-Directive provides an exhaustive list of possible exceptions 

to the copyright protection that member states may implement through its fifth article,140 this 

list does not contain any means to prevent rightsholders from attempting to assert their 

protection past that of what is necessary.141 

 

Although the legislation within the EU and the US is similar, the two jurisdictions have different 

views on how to implement and achieve the protection. As the EU has come to prioritise the 

call for a “high level of protection” to achieve the objectives of copyright, this has resulted in 

the exclusive rights needing to be strictly exercised to receive full protection in comparison to 

other rights and interests.142 The US, on the other hand, has received its competence to legislate 

the area of copyright through the US Constitution with the specific goal to “promote the 

progress of science and useful arts”.143  

 

Defendants in the US has through this difference been able to claim copyright misuse as a 

defence in court proceedings. In 2004, the Swiss watchmaker Omega affixed a small 

copyrighted design to their watches by engraving it on the back of the watch face to control the 

import and sale of their watches.144 This was a strategy by the legal department after the 

company found that Costco and other retailers were selling watches without authorisation by 

importing the watches through the grey market. Omega registered the design with the US 

Copyright Office and started to engrave the logo on the underside of the watch face.145 The 9th 
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Cir. Ct. found that as the purpose of these actions and the lawsuit was to “stem the tide of the 

grey market” and the “unauthorised importation of Omega watches into the US”, the company 

had misused its rights as afforded to it by the copyright protection. The court held that copyright 

law could neither condone nor protect the actions taken by Omega as the company did not seek 

to provide creative works to the general public but rather sought to use the copyright protection 

to exert control in a way that would otherwise not have been possible.146 If a rightsholder is 

using the rights granted to it under the copyright legislation in a manner contrary to public 

policy, the court may therefore refuse to aid any such misuse.147  

 

While the defendant in Omega used the defence of copyright misuse, it is however plausible 

that the same outcome would have been possible within the EU depending on the circumstances 

in such a scenario, but through the use of different grounds. Had this case taken place within 

the EU, the defendant may for example have relied on the free movement of goods and the 

principle of exhaustion if Omega had made the initial sale of the individual watches within the 

EU.148 
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3 Trade marks 

3.1 The functions of the trade mark 

While the main purpose of a trade mark is to serve as an indicator of origin for products and 

services, the ECJ has recognised that there are at least four more secondary functions that trade 

marks can serve that all have their unique purpose and use-case.149 

 

The primary and essential function of trade marks is the origin function. This function is 

absolute and serves to inform the consumers on the market of the origin of a product or service 

in a way that consumers can make informed decisions and help distinguish the products from 

one market actor from that of another.150 If more than one undertaker would be found to be 

using the same trade mark, this would negatively affect the origin function as consumers would 

no longer be guaranteed that the products had been produced by, or under control by, a single 

undertaker.151 

 

The origin function further ties in with the second function of trade marks, which serves to 

guarantee the quality of the goods or services. By affixing the trade mark to a product or service, 

this allows consumers to be certain in knowing that a particular undertaker has produced or 

provided, or at least controlled the production of the goods or services. The consumers are then 

able to expect a certain level of quality.152  

 

The third and fourth functions are that of advertising and communication which seek to inform 

and persuade the consumers to purchase the services or goods of that particular undertaker. 

They allow the rightsholder to convey the properties and characteristics such as contents, price, 

and quality of the rightsholder’s products and services.153 These functions can therefore help 

the rightsholder in using their trade marks to advertise their products and services to the 

consumers.154  
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The fifth function is that of investment. The investment function protects the rightsholder’s 

interest in acquiring or preserving the goodwill and reputation to be able to attract and retain 

customers. While similar to the advertising function, the investment function rather seeks to 

protect or improve the goodwill of the undertaker to remain attractive rather than simply 

informing customers of its existence.155 

 

While all of the functions are important and play different roles in how an undertaker might 

choose to use the trade mark, the ECJ has held that the mark must always serve its primary 

origin function. The other functions of the trade marks are used only insofar as when 

undertakers decides to use the trade marks for these functions.156 

3.2 What can be a trade mark? 

3.2.1 A sign 

It follows from the EUTMR that any sign capable of distinguishing the goods or services from 

one undertaker to that of another, provided that the sign is capable of being represented in such 

a manner that the competent authorities and public is able to clearly and precisely determine 

what the trade mark consists of can be registered as a trade mark.157 The list of subjects that can 

be registered as an EUTM is in the regulation both extensive and non-exhaustive. In particular, 

however, may words, names, and designs be registered and accepted in the registry, granting 

the rightsholder the exclusive rights under the framework.158  

 

There is therefore no limit on the type of sign that may be used as a trade mark. The only 

requirement is that the mark must be able to be presented adequately and accurately in the 

registry.159 The ECJ has held that for a mark to be accepted into the registry, it needs to be clear, 

precise, self-contained, easily accessible, intelligible, durable, and objective.160 What this 

means can however come to change with time as new technology is created and becomes 

common practice, as the mark may be represented using “generally available technology”.161 

 
155 Bøggild (n 153) 19. 
156 Case C-323/09 Interflora Inc v Marks & Spencer plc  [2011] ECR I-8625, para 40. 
157 Art. 4 EUTMR (n 2). 
158 Art. 4 EUTMR (n 2). 
159 Mark Holah & Patricia Collis, The European Trade Mark - A Practical Guide (Globe Law and Business Ltd 

2016) 54. 
160 Case C-273/00 Sieckmann [2002] ECR I-11737, para 55. 
161 Recital 10 EUTMR (n 2). 
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The trade mark must further conform to a few requirements apart from the formal requirement 

of being able to be physically added into the registry.162 To prevent undue monopolization of 

common signs, there exist a number of grounds that prevent the registration of trade marks that 

do not confer the origin of a good or service.163 A trade mark that triggers one of these 

conditions must therefore not be registered. These triggers are, amongst others, if the trade mark 

is unable to distinguish one undertaker from that of another, if the trade mark is devoid of any 

distinctive character, if the trade mark is descriptive, or if the trade mark gets its shape or 

another characteristic exclusively from the nature of the goods themselves, the characteristic is 

necessary to obtain a technical result or the characteristic gives substantial value to the goods.164 

 

Trade marks that do not have any distinctive characters must be rejected and refused as they 

are unable to perform the essential function of trade marks. This is since trade marks that are 

not in any way distinctive cannot serve to distinguish one undertaker from another.165 Similarly, 

a mark cannot be registered if an identical mark already exists as the second mark would not be 

distinctive, while such a scenario would also jeopardize the essential function of the first mark’s 

ability to distinguish the origin of products and services. 

 

When determining whether a trade mark is distinctive, all relevant facts and circumstances must 

be regarded.166 This assessment is done by first examining the distinctiveness of the trade mark 

in reference to the goods or services which the trade mark is to serve and then if the average 

customer, who is reasonably well informed and reasonably observant and circumspect, 

perceives the trade mark to be distinctive.167 Certain trade marks can however have inherent 

distinctiveness and may therefore be readily registered without needing to show acquired 

distinctiveness.168 This is the case for made-up words such as Pepsi or Microsoft, or for 

common words which are not descriptive for the goods or services they seek to serve, such as 

“apple” for computers or “elephant” for beer.169 

 

 
162 Holah (n 159) 73. 
163 Bøggild (n 153) 55. 
164 See art. 7 EUTMR (n 2) for an exhaustive list of the absolute grounds for refusal. 
165 Bøggild (n 153) 83. 
166 Case C-363/99 Postkantoor [2004] ECR I-1619, para 35. 
167 ibid para 34. 
168 Bøggild (n 153) 109. 
169 ibid. 
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Descriptive signs are signs which consist exclusively of signs or indications that may serve to 

designate the kind, quality, quantity, intended purpose, value, geographical origin, or the time 

of production of the goods or rendering of the service, or other characteristics of the goods or 

service.170 The assessment conducted in determining whether a trade mark is descriptive is very 

strict within the EU.171 If the mark consist exclusively of descriptive elements, it must be 

refused registration. It is accordingly not necessary that the elements cannot be used in a manner 

which are non-descriptive.172 A trade mark will for example be found to be descriptive even if 

there are more suited synonyms to describe the particular characteristic or if only the undertaker 

filing for registration would be likely to use the descriptive mark.173  

 

The prohibition of descriptive signs means that it is not possible to register marks that reference 

the nature of the goods or services. It is therefore not possible to register for example “roses” 

for the class of flowers. Similarly, trade marks that indicate the goods or services are of a higher 

quality or that they possess certain qualities are also not possible to register. This means that it 

would not be possible to register the word “premium” as it indicates a higher quality or “1600” 

for motor vehicles as this is a customary way of indicating engine sizes.174 

 

Trade marks that are not exclusively descriptive but also contain other elements or 

characteristics may however be registered. This means that the German word for “comfort” 

(bequemlichkeit) is not suited to use as a trade mark whereas the phrase “the principle of 

comfort” (daz prinzip der bequemlichkeit) was possible to register.175 

 

The reason for disallowing the registration of descriptive signs within the EU is due to the 

public interest in keeping certain signs free to use for everyone. The prohibition therefore serves 

to prevent such signs and indications from being reserved to just one undertaker.176 Descriptive 

trade marks which have managed to acquire distinctiveness through the use of an undertaker 

may however still be registered and protected as trade marks.177 

 

 
170 Art. 7(1)(c) EUTMR (n 2). 
171 Holah (n 159) 81. 
172 Case C-191/01 P OHIM v Wm Wrigley Jr Co [2003] ECR I-12447, Opinion of AG Jacobs, para 39. 
173 Holah (n 159) 81. 
174 ibid 82. 
175 Jeremy Phillips, Trade Mark Law - A Practical Anatomy (OUP 2003) 99. 
176 Joined Cases C-108/97 and C-109/97 Windsurfing Chiemsee [1999] ECR I-2779, para 25. 
177 Art. 7(3) EUTMR (n 2). 
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The last triggers that this paper will touch are for marks whose shape or characteristics consist 

exclusively of the nature of the goods themselves (i), of goods which is necessary to obtain a 

technical result (ii), or if the shape gives substantial value to the goods (iii).178 Unlike 

descriptive marks, trade marks that fall foul to one of these grounds are never able to be 

registered as they are not able to acquire distinctiveness through use for the purposes of the 

regulation.179  

 

The reason as to why the shape of the mark may be constrained in this manner is to prevent the 

monopolization of technical solutions and functional characteristics of products and services in 

which a customer is likely to seek from an undertaker’s competitors. Allowing the trade mark 

protection to be extended to such marks would form an obstacle for competitors wishing to 

offer products incorporating such characteristics.180 They further address concerns that may 

arise by the extension of some intellectual property rights which offer a protection limited in 

time such as patents (ii) or design rights (iii).181 They also ensure that an undertaker is not able 

to receive exclusive rights to unprotectable matter (i).182 

 

A shape is considered to add substantial value to a product if it has the potential of influencing 

to a large extent the purchasing decisions done by the customers. The shape must be one of the 

essential selling features of the product, causing the relevant audience to purchase the product 

due to the value of the shape.183 If a product has other characteristics that add value to the 

product, the shape might however be registered provided the substantial value does not come 

from the shape directly. The fact that a shape may be aesthetically pleasing is therefore not 

enough to preclude the shape from being registered.184 It is also important to note that the value 

is not connected to the product’s reputation or other trade marks that may be associated with 

the product. It is exclusively the shape of the mark that matters in determining if this ground 

applies.185 

 

 
178 Art. 7(1)(e) EUTMR (n 2). 
179 Case C-299/99 Philips Electronics [2002] ECR I-5475, para 75. 
180 ibid para 78. 
181 Case C-205/13 Hauck v Stokke ECLI:EU:C:2014:2233, para 19; Jennifer Davis, Intellectual Property Law 

(4th edn, OUP 2012) 214. 
182 Derclaye (n 14) 625. 
183 Decision of the OHIM Fifth Board of Appeal in Case R 942/2012-5 Gibson Guitar Corp [2013] para 11. 
184 ibid para 12. 
185 ibid para 19. 
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If the essential characteristics of a trade mark’s shape are inherent to the generic function or 

functions of the goods in question, the mark must then principally be denied registration.186 The 

reservation of such shapes would make it difficult for competitors to give their products a shape 

suitable for the intended purpose of the goods.187 This would for example make it impossible 

to register the shape of an apple for the business of selling apples.188 

 

Provided a sign fulfills these criteria, and do not fall foul to any of the absolute grounds of art. 

7 EUTMR, most any sign is then able to be registered and used as a trade mark within the EU. 

3.2.2 Acquired distinctiveness  

Marks that are not inherently distinctive can still be protected as trade marks if they have 

acquired distinctiveness through use.189 Acquired distinctiveness can also help overcome an 

objection of descriptive or generic marks.190 To rely on the protection of acquired 

distinctiveness for a successful registration, the mark must have become distinctive in relation 

to the goods or services for the class that the registration is requested for through the use of the 

mark.191 

 

As mentioned above, all relevant facts and circumstances must be regarded when determining 

whether a trade mark is distinctive.192 The competent authority must therefore make an overall 

assessment of the evidence to determine if a mark is able to identify the applicant as the origin 

of the product and the mark’s ability to distinguish the product from products of other 

undertakers following its use.193 It is however not enough that a mark is being used, it must also 

be used as an indicator of origin of the goods or services the registration concerns to acquire 

distinctiveness.194 Merely using the mark is therefore not enough, even if such use is over an 

extended period of time.195 

 

 
186 C-205/13 Hauck (n 181) para 25. 
187 ibid para 26. 
188 Holah (n 159) 84. 
189 Art. 7(3) EUTMR (n 2). 
190 Holah (n 159) 97. 
191 ibid 96-97. 
192 C-363/99 Postkantoor (n 166) para 35. 
193 C-108/97 and C-109/97 Windsurfing Chiemsee (n 176) para 49. 
194 Phillips (n 175) 110. 
195 Davis (n 181) 214. 
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Provided that the objection which needs to be overcome is a great one, such as a well-known 

location for a geographical name or the described item has its own renown, the mark may only 

acquire distinctiveness if the undertaker can show that the trade mark use has been both long-

standing and intensive.196 

 

In Philips, the ECJ held that it is for the national court to assess as to whether a mark has 

acquired distinctiveness through the use made of it based on specific and reliable data.197 The 

burden of proof in such procedure is high and it is for the applicant to show that an acquired 

distinctiveness has been achieved.198  

 

To prove that a mark has acquired distinctiveness, the applicant may use as evidence the market 

share held by the mark; how intensive, geographically widespread and long-standing the use of 

the mark has been; the amount the undertaker has invested in promoting the mark; the 

proportion of the relevant audience who identify goods as originating from a particular 

undertaker because of the mark; and statements from chambers of commerce and industry or 

other trade and professional associations.199 There must however always be an assessment 

conducted by the competent authority. It is not enough to reference general, abstract data such 

as percentages to show that a mark has acquired distinctiveness.200 

 

Using the mark in conjunction with other trade marks that the undertaker has can therefore be 

problematic as this may skew the perception of the relevant audience. If an undertaker were to 

mark a product using the company name or company’s regular mark alongside the non-

distinctive mark, customers would upon seeing the first mark be convinced of the origin of the 

product, rendering the non-distinctive mark unable to establish the essential function of 

distinguishing the product’s origin.201 

 

The undertaker must furthermore show that the mark has acquired distinctiveness in all member 

states in which the mark is not inherently distinctive or can be considered descriptive. It is 

therefore possible that an undertaker may need to show acquired distinctiveness in every 

 
196 C-108/97 and C-109/97 Windsurfing Chiemsee (n 176) para 50. 
197 C-299/99 Philips Electronics (n 179) para 65. 
198 Holah (n 159) 97. 
199 C-108/97 and C-109/97 Windsurfing Chiemsee (n 176) para 51. 
200 ibid para 52. 
201 Phillips (n 175) 111. 
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member state of the union. In such case it can however be enough to show that acquired 

distinctiveness can be extrapolated from the evidence submitted that the mark has acquired 

distinctiveness in the entire union.202 

 

If an undertaker is successful in showing to the competent authority that at least a significant 

portion of the relevant audience identify the goods as originating from that particular undertaker 

because of the trade mark, the mark has been shown to have acquired distinctiveness and can 

then be registered.203 

3.2.3 Character protection through trade marks 

That copyrighted works can be successfully registered within the EU is not expressly mentioned 

within the regulation. It is however possible to extract this since a registered trade mark may be 

declared invalid on the application of the rightsholder to prior industrial property rights, 

including copyrights, unless the rightsholder had expressly consented to such use before the 

trade mark was registered within the EU.204 Copyrighted works therefore face the same 

challenges as other marks when it comes to acquiring a successful registration provided the 

registration is sought for by the copyright holder or consent by the copyright holder has been 

given. 

 

The EUIPO has furthermore stated that literary and cartoon characters specifically can be 

subject to protection under the trade mark protection.205 The trade mark protection granted 

characters can cover both that of the name of the character as a wordmark and the design of the 

character as a figurative or shape mark by reproducing the character in either 2D, 3D, or as a 

motion mark.206 

 

The registration of characters can however be problematic as names of characters can be 

considered to be of a descriptive nature. Attempting to use the mark “Napoleon Bonaparte” in 

reference to books would for example be perceived as the books being about Napoleon rather 

 
202 Holah (n 159) 97. 
203 C-108/97 and C-109/97 Windsurfing Chiemsee (n 176) para 52. 
204 Art. 60(2-3) EUTMR (n 2). 
205 Faqs on copyright, Sweden (n 47) (Accessed 2020-12-03) Question 14. 
206 Chantal Koller, Character wars: Trademark and copyright protection for fictional characters, available at 

https://www.novagraaf.com/en/insights/character-wars-trademark-and-copyright-protection-fictional-characters 

(Accessed 2020-12-03). 
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than working as a source origin.207 While Napoleon is not a fictional character, it is hard to 

imagine that the same principle would not apply to other works and marks as well. 

 

To acquire a successful registration, the trade mark must therefore acquire distinctiveness to be 

able to fulfil its primary function of distinguishing the goods or services from one undertaker 

to that of another.208 The relevant audience, or at least a significant proportion of this group, 

must therefore identify the goods or services as originating from a particular undertaking due 

to the trade mark.209 For characters, the level of difficulty in this can differ from that of one 

character to another. When thinking of Mickey Mouse210 or Bugs Bunny211, many people will 

think of Disney and Warner Bros. respectively. 

 

Though Mickey was originally a product of the Disney company, the company have invested 

large sums of money in protecting the character and expanded his role to serve as a product and 

service identifier for the Disney company, and the character undoubtedly qualifies as one of 

Disney’s trade marks today.212 This was possible due to the exclusivity granted Disney through 

the copyright protection originating from Steamboat Willie, allowing Disney to prevent others 

from using Mickey’s image to build an association in the eyes of the public between the 

character and the Disney corporation.213 Other characters, such as Pinocchio or Little Red 

Riding Hood, could cause different results due to the characters’ history and use through 

time.214  

 

The problems surrounding the distinctiveness of characters is often seen when the attempt of 

registration has regarded a character that has been taken from the public domain rather than a 

character created or governed by the applicant. A Swiss court has for example held that the 

name of Rapunzel described the title and main character of one of the best-known German folk 

tales and was recognised by the relevant audience as such. The name had thus become a 

thematic description of a subject in the public domain, and the mark belonged to the public 
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good for the relevant classes to be purchased for their thematic nature.215 There is however 

nothing that directly precludes the successful registration of characters that have been taken 

from the public domain.216 

 

It has furthermore been argued that the mark representing a fictional character could fall foul 

to the limitation in art. 7(1)(e) as the mark may gain its shape exclusively from what gives the 

goods its substantial value.217 For fictional characters, it can be the character’s appearance, 

especially if the character is aesthetically pleasing, or the values associated with the character 

that drives the customers to purchase an item branding or containing a particular character.218 

This would be contrary to the purpose of the directive as the choice would no longer be between 

two undertakers, but rather the different characters.219  

 

In the case an undertaker manages to successfully register the character as a trade mark, this 

would allow the rightsholder to gain a perpetual right to the character as it is possible to 

indefinitely renew the trade mark.220 This would therefore be preferable since the rights and the 

protection granted under the copyright framework would eventually come to an end. 

3.3 Exclusivity granted by the trade mark 

It follows from the EUTMR that the effects of a EUTM are unionwide. This means that the 

EUTM is an all-or-nothing type of right. If an undertaker manages to successfully register an 

EUTM, it is then valid throughout the entirety of the EU and it cannot be registered, transferred, 

surrendered, or subject to any type of decision revoking any part of it unless that action applies 

equally in the entirety of the EU. 221 Such a right can however only be acquired through the 

successful registration of an EUTM with the EUIPO.222 Unlike the case of national trade marks, 

undertakers can therefore not rely on unregistered trade marks to ascertain their rights.223 
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Upon successful registration of an EUTM, the rightsholder is granted a set of exclusive rights 

they may use within the EU. The registration entitles the rightsholder to prohibit or prevent any 

third party which does not have the consent of the rightsholder to use the trade mark in the 

course of trade, in relation to goods and services under certain circumstances.224 

 

These prohibited uses are if the infringing mark is identical to the EUTM and used in relation 

to goods or services identical to that of the EUTM;225 using an identical or similar mark as the 

rightsholder in relation to goods and services identical or similar to that of the rightsholder if 

there is a likelihood of confusion between the two marks or undertakers;226 and if the mark is 

identical or similar to the EUTM and the use of such mark takes undue advantage of or is 

detrimental to the distinctive character of the EUTM provided the EUTM has a reputation 

within the EU.227 

 

In determining whether two trade marks are considered to be identical, the ECJ has held that if 

the marks viewed as a whole, contain differences so insignificant that they may go unnoticed 

by an average consumer, they are to be considered identical.228  

 

As the characters may not always be identical due to the new author making changes to the 

character or the character could appear as an earlier version due to differences in the expiration 

of copyright terms, there may however still be a chance of confusion as a lesser degree of 

similarity between goods or services may be offset by a greater degree of similarity between 

the marks, and vice versa.229 The competent authorities would thus likely find the two works to 

be identical or similar enough for there to be a real likelihood of confusion as the characters 

would be identical or similar whereas the goods or services offered would be identical as the 

character would in the case of both the original rightsholder’s and the new author’s actions be 

inserted into a book or film. When two identical marks are used for the same goods or services, 

there exists a presumption for confusion between the two marks to take place.230 

 

 
224 Art. 9(1) EUTMR (n 2). 
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What is most important in determining if there could be an infringement is therefore to 

understand how to interpret the phrase “in the course of trade” to determine whether or not such 

behaviour would constitute an infringement. There has not been much cause for doubt when it 

comes to interpreting what this criterion means.231 The ECJ has held that a trade mark is being 

used in the course of trade if the use takes place in the context of commercial activity with a 

view to gain an economic advantage and not as a private matter.232  

 

While this interpretation can be considered rather broad, the ECJ has narrowed it down further 

holding that the exclusive rights granted a rightsholder can only be relied on against economic 

operators.233 It is further important to look at the characteristics of trades when determining 

whether a sale is made as a private matter or in the course of trade. There is nothing that 

precludes individuals from selling items bearing a registered trade mark if such sale is not 

conducted as a commercial activity. A seller can however be found to be acting in the course 

of trade if the volume, frequencies, or other characteristics of the sales goes beyond the realms 

of what can be considered a private activity.234  

 

There is however no case-law that establishes where the threshold lays in order of determining 

whether something is to be considered a private matter or whether it falls within the course of 

trade.235 Although this means that if an undertakes successfully registers a character as a trade 

mark, it could prevent the unlicensed exploitation of characters for commercial gain whereas it 

may be acceptable for private actors to utilise such characters on a smaller scale.236 

 

A second criterion established by the court in order for infringement to occur is that the use of 

the allegedly infringing trade mark affects or is liable to affect the functions of the trade mark, 

in particular the essential function of guaranteeing to consumers the origin of the goods.237 As 

seen above, it can be enough to show that the second party has been using the trade mark in the 

course of trade for this criterion to be fulfilled as this could disrupt the origin function of the 

trade mark.238 
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While the EUTMR does not provide an exhaustive list of behaviours or usages that may be 

prohibited or prevented by the rightsholder of an EUTM, it does provide examples which, in 

particular, may be prohibited. The rightsholder may for example prohibit the affixing of the 

mark to goods or the packaging of those goods and prohibit the offering or putting of goods on 

the market under the infringing mark.239 The exclusive rights to performing actions such as 

these could therefore theoretically serve to prevent new or unauthorised authors from using the 

character in or on the cover of works they intend to put for sale. 

 

Using the trade mark in this manner may therefore constitute a trade mark infringement and if 

such use were to continue, the original rightsholder would have the right to take legal action to 

prevent future use.240 

 

Unlike the copyright legislation, there is however no corresponding exception that allows the 

right to make parodies of registered trade marks.241 Some scholars have however argued that a 

parody exception should exist within the EU through the freedom of expression.242 This is 

strengthened as the preamble of the EUTMR state that third party use for the purposes of artistic 

creations is to be considered fair and that the regulation is to be applied in a way that ensures 

full respect for the fundamental rights and freedoms, and in particular the freedom of 

expression.243 The ECJ has however not yet provided any guidance on how to balance the 

conflict between the freedom of expression and the protection granted through the trade mark 

regulation.244 
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3.4 Unauthorized use  

3.4.1 Descriptive use 

It has long been considered that the third party needs to not only use the mark in the course of 

trade, but the mark or character must also have been used as a trade mark for infringement to 

take place.245 Following the ruling in Arsenal, it may however be enough that the use of the 

mark can negatively influence the functions of the trade mark.246 

 

The rightsholder of a trade mark may however not prohibit another undertaker from using 

descriptive signs in the course of trade provided such use is in accordance with honest 

practices.247 This means that an undertaker may for example not use the trade mark in a manner 

which: 

- gives the impression that there is a connection between the rightsholder and the second 

undertaker; 

- affects the value of the trade mark by taking unfair advantage of its distinctive character 

or repute; 

- entails the discreditation or denigration of the trade mark; or 

- the third party presents its product as an imitation or replica bearing the trade mark 

which it does not have the rights to.248 

 

The ECJ has held that a mark that is being used in a purely descriptive manner to reveal the 

characteristics of a product, that does not leave the possibility of interpreting the use of the mark 

as an indicator of origin, does not infringe any of the interests that the trade mark regulation 

seek to protect.249 As this type of use is not able to affect the origin function of the registered 

trade mark, the rightsholder is unable to prevent such use.250 
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3.4.2 The character as a trade mark 

In Francis Fitzpatrick v Disney Enterprises, the EUIPO stated that while characters may appear 

in books, videos, or as merchandise, this does not mean that the character will necessarily be 

viewed or used as a trade mark. The EUIPO held that while fictional characters may be trade 

marks, what makes them trade marks is their registration as such or if the characters are being 

used in such a way that the public will regard them to be trade marks. The public must therefore 

be able to identify the characters as indicators of origin rather than simply seeing them as 

characters, titles, or decorative items.251 

 

The contested mark in Francis Fitzpatrick v Disney Enterprises referred to the word mark of 

“Winnie the Pooh”. The EUIPO believed that it would be a great leap of faith to presume that 

the character, either on its own or as a book title, would represent a badge of origin. It was also 

considered an aggravating circumstance that the mark had always been used in relation to the 

appearance of the character rather than used as a stand-alone mark.252  

 

As the public is found to make a separation between the publisher and the title of the 

publication, it would be the mark of Disney or Walt Disney that would serve as the actual trade 

mark rather than that of Winnie the Pooh. By displaying the recognizability and renown of the 

character, it rather proved that the character was well-known as a character rather than that of 

a trade mark. This does however not mean that a character cannot be used as a trade mark in 

other circumstances.253 

 

In Animated Music Ltd, the Comptroller General revoked the registration of the trade mark 

“NELLIE THE ELEPHANT” with reference to Francis Fitzpatrick v Disney Enterprises after 

finding that the rightsholder had used the character and title in a way to indicate the subject 

matter of the relevant films rather than using the registered trade mark act as an indication of 

the source. Just as in the abovementioned case, the rightsholder had rather used the company’s 

name to indicate the origin of the goods.254 

 

 
251 Decision O-392-03 Animated Music Ltd [2004] ETMR 79, para 18. 
252 ibid. 
253 ibid. 
254 ibid, para 21. 
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Similarly, in Charlie’s Angels, the Principal Hearing Officer held that merely having used a 

character or title as such does not mean that the character or title has garnered renown as a trade 

mark but rather as a character or title.255 This is since the title rather describes the content of the 

works whereas it is the company itself that is to be considered the purveyor of the works.256 

While the name is to be considered a description of the content, this does not preclude the 

possibility of such name serving as a trade mark in the case of series of works that share the 

name, such as the “Biggles” book series, the “Harry Potter” book and film series, or the “Rocky” 

film series.257 The undertaker must in that case show that such use meets the criteria established 

for the registration of trade marks. 

 

It must however be noted that the legality of any decisions regarding the union-wide trade marks 

must ultimately be decided solely based on of the trade mark regulations and decisions made 

by the ECJ. The EUIPO does not have any discretion of their own when it comes to interpreting 

the legal framework and may not base the outcome on previous decisions by the agency.258 This 

also holds true for the national courts and administrative bodies within the EU, although 

decisions by the ECJ often leave some room for interpretation.259 While previous decisions may 

be taken into consideration, they must not be given a decisive factor in the final decision.260 

 

Taken the abovementioned cases into consideration, it must be considered that if an undertaker 

is simply using the characters for their intended purpose as characters, they do not infringe upon 

any potential trade marks that might be held by another party. This leaves the status of fictional 

characters in a peculiar situation where an undertaker might be able to register the character as 

a trade mark, but not necessarily be able to assert any rights toward other undertakers who are 

using the character as a character in their works, even if the character’s name or imagery is used 

on the cover of the work.  

 
255 Decision O-097-04 Charlie’s Angels [2004] Available at: https://www.ipo.gov.uk/t-challenge-decision-

results/o09704.pdf, para 34. 
256 ibid para 33. 
257 ibid para 41. 
258 Case C-37/03 P BioID AG v EUIPO [2005] ECR I-7975, para 47; Case C-173/04 P Deutsche SiSi-Werke v 

OHIM [2006] ECR I-551, para 48. 
259 Bøggild (n 153) 11. 
260 C-173/04 P Deutsche SiSi-Werke (n 258) para 49. 

https://www.ipo.gov.uk/t-challenge-decision-results/o09704.pdf
https://www.ipo.gov.uk/t-challenge-decision-results/o09704.pdf
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4 The overlap of intellectual property 
rights 

When intellectual property rights first started to appear, they each governed their own 

designated areas. Trade marks were utilised to protect the names for products and services; 

copyrights for literary and artistic works; and patents were used for new products and 

processes.261 As the world and the market have progressed, the rights have however come to 

evolve and be more encompassing than before. The same subject may thus be protected by more 

than one industrial property right.262 The code that is written to create a computer program is 

for example protected under copyright whereas the program itself may be protected by a patent. 

Similarly, trade marks can protect music and jingles, and shapes and logos, which have 

traditionally been considered to be issues under copyright or design law.263 

 

The overlap of intellectual property rights is permitted under EU law.264 However, to not 

jeopardize the balance between the economic interests of rightsholders and the public interest 

in innovation and creativity, the EU has chosen to implement the absolute grounds for refusal 

regarding the shape of certain signs prohibiting these from serving as trade marks.265 This is to 

prevent undertakers from exercising trade mark rights to extend the protection of expired rights 

as this could be seen to jeopardize the balance struck.266 

 

The problem of overlapping intellectual property rights is something that has in the last century 

become more problematic due to the evolution of law.267 Most scholars agree that the overlaps 

cause problems that need either legislative or judicial remedy.268  One of the problems that can 

follow the overlap of rights is the overprotection that can happen when a subject is protected 

by two or more intellectual property rights. Though the frameworks of copyright and trade mark 

serve different purposes, the same subject can be protected under each of these, potentially 

granting the rightsholder a greater degree of protection than they would receive had only one 

 
261 Derclaye (n 14) 618. 
262 Harms (n 245) 10. 
263 Derclaye (n 14) 619. 
264 Case C-205/13 Hauck v Stokke ECLI:EU:C:2014:322, Opinion of AG Szpunar, para 34. 
265 ibid paras 36-38. 
266 ibid para 37. 
267 Derclaye (n 14) 619.  
268 ibid 622. 
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framework been applicable.269 By allowing the overlap of the intellectual property rights, it is 

possible that the public domain can be unnecessarily restricted and reduced.270 It is therefore 

important to keep the frameworks separate to ensure that there is no blurring of the different 

objectives of the protections.271 

 

When looking at how the overlaps can create problems for copyright and trade marks, this can 

happen at two points. The first scenario takes place when the intellectual property is protected 

under both copyright and trade mark law.272 This occurs after a trade mark has been registered 

but before the expiration of the copyright term. The second scenario occurs when the protection 

granted to the work has expired due to the lapse of the copyright term, but the trade mark 

protection remains intact.273  

 

Both of these scenarios tip the scales in favour of the rightsholder. By enabling the overlap of 

different intellectual property rights, the public can be deprived of its parts of the bargain in 

more ways than one. In the first scenario, the public may risk losing its rights to fairly use the 

copyrighted works according to the exceptions of the copyright legislation as no such 

exceptions exist for trade marks. There is therefore a risk that the public could be unable to 

make new parodic or substantially similar works.274 In the second scenario, you risk 

rightsholders having a perpetual right to the work or character. Both of these scenarios would 

inevitably mean that the balance of interests between the rightsholders and the public would be 

disturbed.275 

 

The ECJ has however held that while the subjects in question may be covered under the 

frameworks of both copyright and trade mark, the exclusive rights granted through the 

copyright protection cannot be extended to works in a manner that would be broader than the 

rights granted the rightsholder through the trade mark protection in the same circumstances.276 

 
269 Craig S Mende & Belinda Isaac, 'When Copyright and Trademark Rights Overlap' in Neil Wilkof & Shamnad 

Basheer (eds), Overlapping Intellectual Property Rights (ch 7, OUP 2012) 144. 
270 Derclaye (n 14) 622. 
271 Harms (n 245) 10. 
272 Moffat (n 212) 1515. 
273 ibid. 
274 ibid 1516. 
275 Derclaye (n 14) 623. 
276 Case C-337/95 Parfums Christian Dior SA v Evora BV [1997] ECR I-6013, para 58. 
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If an exclusive right has been exhausted in accordance with one type of protection, the assertion 

of the other right will therefore not be possible.277  

 

Despite this ruling, national courts have continued having conflicting judgments on the area of 

overlaps. The Court of Appeals in Paris has for example held that while an image parodying 

the trade mark of ESSO would be allowed under the parody exception in copyright law, the 

court could still find infringement as no such exception is allowed for trade marks.278 This was 

possible as there must be no risk of confusion for the consumers regardless of the nature of the 

use in French trade mark law.279 Similarly, the Court of Appeals in Versailles held that two 

books using the fictional character Tintin would be prohibited even though such use may be 

considered descriptive. The titles of the works, Tintin à Baker Street and Tintin au pays des 

polares, could according to the court pose a risk of confusion due to the use of the trade mark 

“Tintin”280 appearing in their titles.281 

 

In 2016, the courts within Europe once more found itself ruling on the overlap between the 

copyright and trade mark protections as the city of Oslo tried to register statues by the 

Norwegian sculptor Gustav Vigeland as trade marks to extend their protection.282 The court 

held that as the protections of copyright and trade mark pursue different aims, apply under 

different legal conditions, and entail different legal consequences, there is nothing that 

precludes the protection of a work under both frameworks.283  

 

The EFTA court further state that once creative content has been communicated or published, 

the content principally belongs to the public and thus the public domain. Any exclusive rights 

granted to the author in such case is therefore to be considered the exception.284 Allowing the 

registration of a mark that is based entirely on a work under or previously under copyright 

protection carries a risk of monopolisation of works for specific purposes not available to even 

the original author or estate.285 Properly balancing the different interests when granting and 

 
277 Derclaye (n 14) 625. 
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applying exclusive rights according to the intellectual property frameworks is therefore 

important as there may otherwise be a chance that the excessive control of an intellectual 

property right may unduly limit the ability of the public to use works in the public domain and 

hinder creative innovation.286 

 

Long before the creation of the EU, the New York Court of Appeals stated that two comic 

characters, Jeff and Mutt, had become very well-known as distinct characters. The court found 

the characters so closely connected with the respondent as their originator that it would be unfair 

to both the public and the plaintiff if it would be possible for the characters to be exploited by 

authors of new comics.287 Justice Crane was however of the opinion that granting the plaintiff 

trade mark rights in a manner that would prohibit others from using the characters would, in 

effect, be a substitute for rights the plaintiff would normally have under copyright law. He 

therefore dissented with the opinion that the plaintiff should not be able to assert any rights 

according to the framework for trade marks.288 

 

These days, the US courts have taken a more balanced approach in tackling the overlap of 

copyright and trade marks closer to Crane’s. In its 2003 decision of Dastar, the Supreme Court 

argued that the rights granted through the copyright protection are part of a carefully crafted 

bargain.289 The defendant had put for sale a video using footage from a tv series made by 

Twentieth Century Fox of which the copyright had expired. Fox claimed that the defendant had 

failed to correctly credit them as the source of the video, and in doing so created a false 

designation of origin contrary to the US trade mark legislation.290 

 

The Supreme Court dismissed the claims, stating that asking the court to protect the idea of a 

previously copyrighted work through the trade mark legislation would be contrary to the 

copyright legislation which is lex specialis. The Supreme Court held that once the copyright 

has expired, the right to create copies of works, and to do so without crediting the author, passes 

onto the public.291 The Supreme Court concluded by saying that the trade mark protection and 

the origin function, in light of copyright laws, must serve to protect the producer of tangible 
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goods put on the market for sale rather than the author of any idea, concept, or communication 

that may be embodied in those goods or works. Anything else would, according to the court, 

create a species of perpetual copyright protection which would be against the core of the 

copyright protection.292 In construing the trade mark legislation and case-law, the courts have 

thus been careful to caution against the misuse or over-extension of trade marks in areas that 

are otherwise protected by copyrights or patents.293 

 

In Betty Boop US294, this was shown also cover fictional characters. The family of the original 

author had revived the cartoon business under the name Fleischer Studios, Inc. and re-purchased 

the copyright of the character. Fleischer subsequently registered the name and image of the 

character as trade marks in order to license the character to be used for merchandise. During 

this time, AVELA started to create and sell unauthorised posters which appropriated the 

imagery and name of the character, causing the rightsholder to make a claim for copyright as 

well as trade mark infringement.295 The 9th Cir. Ct. held that AVELA’s use of the imagery and 

name was serving an aesthetic purpose rather than serving as a source of origin.296 Similar to 

the cases of Fitzpatrick and Animated Music in the EU, the court held that without the use as a 

trade mark, there could not be an infringement under trade mark law. The 9th Cir. Ct. reaffirmed 

the ruling of Dastar and held that a party may not assert their exclusive rights granted to them 

under the trade mark protection if such an assertion is, in essence, a substitute for a copyright 

infringement action. The 9th Cir. Ct. further stated that ruling in the rightsholder’s favour would 

be akin to barring the character from ever entering the public domain.297 

 

While Fleischer Studios, Inc. lost the case in the US, there was a similar conflict with AVELA 

in the UK and EU regarding the use of Betty Boop’s name and imagery through licensing 

agreements. The England and Wales High Court held that neither fame nor particular 

associations with a character alone can be sufficient indicators of a character to claim 

infringement as neither of these conveys the origin of the product.298 Through extensive 
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licensing and marketing in the territory, Fleischer had however been able to fulfil the 

requirement of acquired distinctiveness and could therefore receive protection under the trade 

mark framework.299 

 

AVELA attempted to use the same defence as in the US by claiming that the use of the character 

was purely descriptive or decorative rather than being used as an indicator for the goods’ 

origin.300 However, as AVELA had as a requirement the attachment of the word “official” on 

any merchandise sold through its licensing agreements, the use could not be considered purely 

decorative.301 The High Court considered AVELA to be using this term to deceive the public 

into believing the goods were originating from a genuine source, Fleischer.302 By requiring their 

licensees to mark any goods with the phrases “officially licensed”, the imagery and wording 

could be considered to constitute a trade mark use and the High Court was able to hold that 

AVELA had infringed Fleischer’s national and EU trade marks.303  
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5 Conclusions and final remarks 

This paper set out to answer four questions as presented in its first chapter. While the questions 

have been answered throughout the paper, the principal answers can be worth reiterating. Three 

of these questions can be answered fairly easily whereas the second question regarding the 

scope of the protections heavily overlap with the third and the fourth questions and will 

therefore be answered alongside these here.  

 

Can a fictional character be protected by copyright or as a trade mark?  

Yes. It has been shown that a fictional character can be protected either through the copyright 

protection or as a trade mark, although there are strong limitations for the protection awarded 

through the framework of trade marks. 

 

Fictional characters can be protected through the copyright legislation either as part of the 

original work that the character first appeared in or in certain circumstances as works of their 

own. The character must however be original enough in the sense that it is the author’s own 

intellectual creation. There is accordingly nothing that prevents characters from being protected 

similar to any other works created by authors. 

 

The character may similarly be protected as a trade mark, with some limitations. Since any sign 

capable of distinguishing one undertaker from another may be registered as trade marks, there 

is nothing that directly precludes characters from being registered provided this criterion is 

fulfilled.  

 

To acquire a successful trade mark registration, it is however important to note that the character 

must serve this purpose. It is therefore not enough to show that a character has achieved a certain 

renown or fame on its own, but the character must also have been used as, and acquired a certain 

distinctiveness, as a trade mark. Merely having used the character in works or as a title would 

therefore not result in a successful registration as the sign would simply be considered to have 

a descriptive nature of the character.  
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Is unauthorized use of a copyright or trade mark protected fictional character always 

infringement? 

No. The paper has shown that while characters may be protected either as a work under the 

copyright protection, as a trade mark under the framework for trade marks, or by both 

frameworks simultaneously, this protection is in either situation not absolute. 

 

While the copyright protection within the EU grants the rightsholder the exclusive right to 

reproduce, make available to the public, or distribute any works they hold the rights to, some 

member states have chosen to allow certain exceptions to this protection. One of these 

exceptions is the right to make parodies. This allows new authors to use the protected characters 

if they show noticeable differences from the original work as long as the parody also constitute 

an expression of humour or mockery.  

 

Due to the partial harmonisation of the copyright legislation within the EU, there are 

furthermore some differences that may be used in favour of new authors. Certain derivative, 

caricature, or parodic works may in these member states be considered new and independent 

works. As these works are not tied to the copyright protection of the original work, it is not 

possible to find infringement as they fall outside the scope of the protection granted the original 

work. 

 

Such use must however always be tried on a case-by-case basis, and it is important to remember 

that the original work is still under protection by copyright. It is therefore not possible to use 

the basis that one work has been found not infringing to conclude that the character or original 

work is free to use. 

 

For trade marks, it is only when the new author is using the character  (i) in the course of trade 

and (ii) such use is as a trade mark, or in a way that may diminish the functions of the trade 

mark that infringement can occur. Provided the author is using the likeness or name of the 

character in a “purely descriptive manner”, that is to reference or describe an item in the public 

domain, no infringement occurs in respect of the trade mark. New authors may therefore choose 

to insert the characters into any new works without facing repercussions due to trade mark 

infringement. If the character is still under the protection of copyright, the new author may 

however infringe upon the exclusive rights of the copyright holder. 
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What happens to the character after the copyright term has expired? 

The paper has shown that once the copyright term of a character expires, the character returns 

to the public domain from the perspective of copyright. This means that the public is free to use 

the character for any future works without needing to acquire a license from the rightsholder or 

author for new works or reproductions. As characters are often developed over time through 

consequent works or as a series, it is however important to note when the copyright protection 

expires for each work. Since the public may only use works that have already returned to the 

public domain, certain character traits or appearances may still be protected under copyright. 

Using any of these traits could therefore result in infringement of the exclusive rights of the 

copyright holder.  

 

While the character itself may be available to use, some member states further grant the titles 

of works protection separate from the original copyright protection. Unlike the exclusive rights 

that are granted the copyright holder normally, the title protection does often not have a term 

limit. As this protection is perpetual, it can be important to consider this when naming new 

works. 

 

It is however important to note that the character may still be protected as a trade mark after the 

expiration of the copyright term but this would not inherently prevent the public from using the 

character. The new author may however wish to affix their own logo, name, or trade mark to 

the cover or to any promotional material of the new work to guarantee that there must be no 

confusion between the new author and the rightsholder of the trade mark. 

 

As a final remark, it is worth mentioning that the situation is made more convoluted by the 

problems that arise when you have overlapping intellectual property rights as courts do not 

always apply the same rules in determining which framework to use when granting the 

exclusive rights to the rightsholders and when to apply which restrictions that may follow these 

frameworks.  

 

By allowing this muddied type of protection to exist, there can be a risk of disturbing the balance 

of the bargain which gave the copyright rightsholders their exclusive rights to begin with as the 

purpose of the protection is to ultimately enrich the public domain while at the same time 

allowing authors a fair compensation. 
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For the sake of legal certainty and to remove any potential friction that could arise between 

member states as more characters return to the public domain, the legal protection of fictional 

characters and the works they appear in need further harmonisation to not only guarantee the 

proper functioning of the internal market, but also the rights of the public. 
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